2015
I hope all is well with yours.
It is that time to tell about my year.
One of my best friends was married about this time last year. She will be
celebrating the first year this month.
I completed a project I started in 1993. Yes, last century! I remodeled the
dining room. I painted, put up trim and installed a new floor and even did some
decorating. It didn’t take long.
I had a couple of operations this year. My sinus was plugged and they said I
needed a pacemaker. I love it when these things happen on holiday weekends.
I am doing well now.
Because of the operations I blew off working out most of the year. Wait it
was laziness not the operation. But I have started up again and I will be
healthier.
This year I planted a garden and it did quite well. The tomatoes over grow
everything so well I learned how to can them. I canned fifty jars of
tomatoes.
I have lived in Woodstock for sixty years and had
never been in the Opera House. This year I
treated my sister Marie to a play. We saw Orson
Wells’ “War of the Worlds.” It was great!

I also bought into a partnership of a full service grocery store. I am now
part owner of the community. I figured after living in Woodstock most of my
life I needed to help get a better source of food in town. The FoodShed.coop
is in the works get some more owners. Then we can start looking for place we
can put up a store. We will be selling mostly locally grown things and be a
full service store at the same time. We have a lot of work to do before we
get the doors opened.
I decided to resurrect another project I had I started building a model
airplane That was hidden behind the door in 2003. It had a pound of dust on it.
I looked it over and thought it should be my next project. This model is a ¼
scale Piper J-3 Cub and has a nine-foot wingspan. If all goes well, I
should have it in the air in the spring.
Aunt Annie has moved to an apartment at Walden Oaks after being in a nursing
home for a while. Walden Oaks is for senior living. Remember Mom lived for
a while. She likes it there because no stairs and it is in Woodstock making it
easier for visitors.
Mike and Petra lived in Germany for a while visiting with friends and family.
I think it got down to 50ᴼ and too cold for them, so they moved back to India.
They will be back here in Woodstock to visit in March.
I am sure a lot more things have happened but today I just can think of them.
How about writing a year end letter about your life? I think most people
enjoy reading them. I know I do

Merry Christmas
And A
Happy New Year
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Please check your smoke detector!

